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interiors by design

MUST-HAVES:
SOUTH FLORIDA

1. Affiniti Architecture designs have garnered more than 350 design awards and have been featured in numerous publications. Affiniti Architecture can be seen throughout the United States, the Caribbean, Central America and overseas. affinitiarchitects.com. Make outdoor living easy with the Elle Collection by ReConcept. Its design and materials make it simple to maintain and more resistant than previous models. JK 380140.

2. The Alexander console is a magnificent new addition to Clearly Classic by Highpoint. Pairing with grace in both classic and modern interiors. Available exclusively at Douglas residence nationwide. reconcept.com.

3. Luxury silver and white hair-on-hide leather rug. Handmade by Rayenest on patchwork technique. Available at Habita. habita.com

4. The sleek, streamlined and decoified modern design distinguishes this collection of must-haves.